Deep top-of-book liquidity and a new standard
of excellence.
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Eurocapital is a Prime of Prime liquidity provider that delivers full-circle
solutions and secure offerings.
We are part of the pioneering Eurotrader Group, an experienced
collection of banking, fintech and payment companies that champions
innovation and authenticity.

Bespoke trading solutions

Multiple asset classes

We can tailor our offering to meet

With over thirty years of industry

the most unique and detailed of

experience, Eurocapital draws on

our clients’ needs. Complemented

its knowledgeable heritage to set

by our highly liquid and innovative

new standards for direct market

trading environment, we can

access to multi-asset classes.

deliver solutions that are truly
bespoke.
Personalised service

Our online trading platforms,

Our attentive team is

third-party distribution hubs

professionally invested in

and co-located API connections

creating the smoothest trading

integrate seamlessly with existing

experience, complemented by

connections and allow for

excellent and responsive client

freedom of choice.

support.

LIQUIDITY

LIBERTY

Market-leading technology

In association with:
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Eurocapital offers an escape from recycled liquidity and frustrating
mediocrity. With Eurocapital, you can tap into the deepest pools of
liquidity with top-of-book prices, and trade any instrument and any
market, however you choose.

We grant you access to deep and highly customised liquidity pools
aggregated from Tier 1 and non-bank sources.
We provide multi-asset liquidity complemented by exceptional fill
rates and top-of-book capabilities.
Our innovation is limitless, and we are highly agile in distilling
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unique trading solutions.
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Our liquidity pool is distinguished by its rich banking heritage,
multibillion-pound funds and institutional network.
Eurocapital provides access to the world’s most vibrant financial
markets and the diverse asset classes they come with, all in one place.

We provide access to global financial markets and indices with highpotential revenue growth.
We combine our natural client order flow and a range of external
pricing sources to offer consistent liquidity and unparalleled market depth.
We work with you to construct a bespoke price based on our Tier 1
bank relationships combined with our own liquidity for a minimal
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market impact solution.

OUR MARKET RANGE
We offer a wide range of products, including:

FOREX

EQUITIES

CFDs

FUTURES
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Eurocapital designs and customises every feature of your bespoke
trading environment so that you can trade your way.
Supporting traditional, algorithmic and automated trading strategies, we
also offer both FIX and REST API solutions.

Our superior technology is capable of powering 200 orders per second,
with a total round trip (excluding latency) of 1-2 milliseconds.
We facilitate co-located connectivity to LPs in LD4, NY4, TY3, HK,
Singapore and Shanghai.
Our ultra-low latency and uninterrupted trading flow ensure maximum
efficiency and fast execution.
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OUR TRADING PLATFORMS
We are integrated with professional trading platforms and technologies,
including:
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Eurocapital powers globally regulated opportunities with
certainty, assurance and longevity.
We offer a network of strong interbank relationships,
primed to be leveraged with liberty.

We exercise complete transparency and visibility at every stage.
We execute all trades with no last look.
We have a wealth of market knowledge and insight to share.
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OUR PARTNERS
We are a global partner with credible relationships built
through years of experience.
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We open the door to Tier 1 banks so you can walk
straight in and deal directly.

With us, you have access to the deepest top-of-book
liquidity, the world’s most vibrant financial markets,
and the diverse asset classes they bring with them,
all in one place.

We give you access to top-of-book prices to trade
3,000+ instruments and an array of markets –
however you choose.

Working with us, you can be assured of the attention
we pay to the details involved in building, tailoring and
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evolving your ultimate solutions.

We’ll help you take advantage of our network to
enhance your infrastructure and grow your business.

DIVE INTO THE DEEPEST POOL
O F TO P - O F - B O O K L I Q U I D I T Y.
Transfer your established business or
start a business with us.

Cyprus
35 Bragadinou, 2nd floor,
3040 Limassol, Cyprus
+357 25 262826

Switzerland
c/o Marcus Altenburg,
Stockerstrasse, 45, Zurich,
8002, CH

South Africa
99 Merriman Street, George
Central, Western Cape,
6529, South Africa
+27 (80) 0014849

